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Maitreya’s Words
on the first

Sunday of April, after the

transmissions

emy.

Let’s make a little extension of the Happiness Acad-

We are celebrating today the Creation of Life by the
Elohim. It is a very beautiful celebration. They are all
beautiful celebrations but the celebration of the Creation
is special.
Creation means taking stardust accumulated on
Earth and creating you. That is beautiful. We are stardust.
And then making our brain potentially able to feel it, to
feel connected with Infinity.
With meditation, you sculpt your own brain, you
wire your brain according to your thoughts. It can be very
negative, it can be very stupid, very stressful, suicidal; it
can also be a happy brain, and that’s what we try to do
together. Actually, it can be more than that, it can be a
beautiful brain.
Beautiful? You make it beautiful with the way you
sculpt your brain every second with every thought. and it
is physical. One day we will be able to make pictures of it
with scientific instrumentation. It is like what we start to
see in the infinitely large and how the galaxies are positioned and organized, creating beautiful images like the
nebulae. It is beautiful, and we can slowly make a map of the stars of this part of Infinity but we still cannot make a
map of the brain. Neuroscientists start to make little maps. They can detect roughly which part of the brain is activated by thoughts. But that’s not enough. One day we will be able to map the brain and see the results of your thoughts,
the results of your meditation and you will be able to see the kind of sculpture it created and you will be able with the
biology of consciousness, a branch of neurobiology that should be created soon, you will be able to see the results after
a healthy cure, a healthy period of maybe 3 weeks, 3 months, one year of meditation, of positive thinking and we will
be able to compare before and after, like we compare faces of people before and after the seminar. What we see outside
is the same inside. This smile doesn’t come from nothing, it comes from something you changed in your brain. The
sculpture you are making with your neurons and synapses inside the brain. That’s great and it is so beautiful. So we
will be able to see how the brain was organized, the connections, the synapses, the neurons of a brain before a seminar
and after a seminar and you will be able to see physically what you already feel. You feel happier; look at this smile....
I love it. It is very important to listen to something very serious like what I explain now and laughing. It’s very serious
but you laugh. Because when it’s true. It makes you laugh. When it isn’t true, it makes you get bored and sleep in your
chair. I hope with me you never sleep in your chair.
So it’s an exciting future to be able one day to see the difference in the synapses organization before and after
seminar. You are doing it, you can see the difference after one week, after one month, after one year, wooow! How long
does it take to make a big difference in the brain? It takes 9 months. Don’t ask me why. It is a scientific fact that scientists on Earth don’t know yet.
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But after one week, there is already a big difference. After one minute too, big difference but it doesn’t last. In one
second, you smile, you feel better, there is already a big difference. It goes very quick. The connection between neurons
can go at the speed of light and even faster. No scientists on Earth can explain that but I am telling you. One day they
will prove it. Within 25,000 years, maybe before :-)
It is so quick, but it doesn’t last. You can feel a huge difference very quickly but it disappears and you can be back
to negative very quickly. “ Rael is wonderful but I can’t do it, I am a poor little man, I have to go back to my terrible
wife, my terrible life”. But for an instant, a simple moment, he was happy.
With training, you can keep it, solidify it, reinforce it and then it becomes stable.
At the beginning, all new connections are unstable but with training and constant discipline, you can do it.
Discipline is important in any true religion. What is discipline? It isn’t military. It is yourself deciding: ‘I want to
make this transient flash feeling constant’. It is metamorphosing, changing something non permanent into something
permanent. That’s the magic of discipline, the only way you can do it. And it’s easy to understand. When you have a
broken leg, you cannot workout on the first day, you have to wait until you remove the cast and reeducate your leg. It’s
the same with the brain.
We celebrate the creation of the brain that is able to be in harmony with Infinity. Why is it? Because we are Infinity taking consciousness of itself. So we are Infinity, we are stardust accumulated to do what ?, to suddenly look at
itself and be amazed and be happy. Be happy to realize what we are. When you look at the stars, when you look at the
Universe, you are looking at yourself, you are not separated, we are one. You are not a little human being separated
from the Universe, you are the Universe, you are the stars looing at themselves and they can only be aware of their existence thanks to you. So we are the crystallization of the stars, accumulation of the stars, the children of the stars, created for contemplating itself. Remember that, have this feeling tonight if possible, look at the stars and say ‘wooow’, I
am looking at myself ”. Because it’s you. You are coming from it and you will be back to it as dust. And consciousness
can be preserved like you save on a computer. This being is so beautiful, let’s save it. If you are not beautiful, better not
save it. From dust back to dust. But when you are beautiful, and you are beautiful, then let’s save it.
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That’s what the Elohim do when they select some human beings. To be eternal and to be eternally stupid, it’s meaningless but when you are beautiful, when you are fantastic, when you are, then it’s worth to be saved.
What is the meaning to be saved for the Elohim? It is like in a computer where you save a program. They save your
program and you are creating this program. The genetic support is the fruit of the creation we celebrate today but then
you develop your own program, you program your computer with happiness, with consciousness. We program, sculpt
our consciousness to be happy, happy to be, to be happy, happy to be, to be happy … and Infinity, what we are.
When you think of Infinity, when you meditate on Infinity, when you are Infinity, when you realize, when you think
about it, the way you design, you are intelligent designers of your consciousness, or stupid designers, you choose.

Happiness Academy in Las Vegas
Maitreya Rael started this amazing Happiness Academy asking people why they were there...
“You are here because you feel connected with the Elohim. When we are together, we are closer to the Elohim. We
have the ‘small’ mission to save the world. We need this synergy, this collective energy that we develop when we are together. We are together to escape the zoo of the people living in an illusion. You may be contaminated. Even the highest ranked
Guides are contaminated. This Happiness Academy is a decontamination seminar”.
‘Illusion’ was the theme of this week long teaching by our Beloved Prophet. He reminded us that Happiness is in
the ‘I am’ that you say when you wake up and that you feel the whole day long.
“You meet 20 people in the zoo everyday, it influences you. Focus on that. ‘I am’. ‘I am’. Feeling of ‘I am’. The Happiness is in the ‘I am’. Without thinking about the Elohim and the message. Feel the ‘I am’. Very stupid but very powerful.
I feel that I am Alive. Every adjective you add after ‘I am’, is destroying the ‘I am’ and the feeling. The opposite is ‘I have’.
No… ‘I am’.. not even ‘I am happy’. ‘I am’ includes the happiness so no need to add it. ‘I am’ generates happiness. Train
your brain to think it without saying it, like a AOM....”
“Each one of you can be a Buddha. Who do you see in the mirror? You see Elohim. They created us in their image.
They created us able to be better than them. You can be better than Elohim. But this is not enough. You must be better
than Elohim!”
“We are part of a baby humanity and the baby is crying. But we are the happy cells, trying to make the baby humanity happy. We cannot prepare their welcome by being sad and serious. We have to be happy first and when you are happy,
you metamorphose the people around. It is
our duty to be happy.”
“Look carefully, this planet is a nightmare. We have the responsibility to change
this planet. There is hope that we can do
something that can change this nightmare
in a wonderful dream. The message is a
philosophical stone. We are the magicians
of this planet. Each of us is magician. I
am nothing without you. I am nothing
more than dust. I receive the message and
I give it to you. I’m not the most important
person on this planet. I’m nothing without
you. You are doing great things. You are
the one changing humanity. You don’t need
to be a geneticist, a Dr. or a chemical Ph.D
to change the world. By being proud of be4
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ing Raelian, by wearing your medallion, by giving hope and talking about the message, you change this planet.”
“I don’t want you to be normal, I want you to be exceptional people, extraordinary people!. Don’t be average, normal. Don’t try to be extraordinary people, be extraordinary. I love peacocks. Open your tail like the peacock. Show the
bright color that you have. Don’t even be satisfied with a little bit but no, try to be the best you can be, better than me,
better than Yahweh. To make you shine, be bright, extraordinary people and people will say… wow, they are Raelians. “
“Planet earth is a consciousness university to see who deserves eternal life. Why are we alive? Life is a filter. What is
pure go through the filter. The dirty parts stay on the top and then back to the garbage and the soil. Those who go through
the filter are pure people, people who give their life to the Elohim, developing consciousness, improving oneself.
The Science of consciousness is not created yet. It will be created one day. It’s larger and bigger than everything. We
still don’t have it. Before people thought that infection was a punishment of God. People believed that microbes arrived
from nothing. Nothing can come from nothing. There was no computer science. We have computer everywhere and computer scientist. It’s the same for consciousness. The Elohim told us where it is but we don’t know how many neurons there
are. Our brain counts one hundred thousands billions neurons. But in the consciousness there are just a few neurons. We
don’t know how many. 144 000 thousands? I don’t know, it’s only imagination. Maybe it’s the same in the infinitely small
in our brain. That’s why the teaching of Elohim is huge. It gives us a vision of the universe. When you start to understand
infinity, you have no limit. “
To say more

about what we lived during that week would betray Maitreya’s words as all the participants will agree to say that you have to live it to understand what a Raelian Happiness
Academy is. The next one starts on May 2nd in Japan with more than 400 attendees
expected from the whole Asia and beyond. You still have time to book your tickets :-)
On the last day of the Vegas seminar, 3 new Guides were nominated.
Uphendra Singh, National Guide for Nepal and in charge of the Washington DC
area as well, has been empowered during the First Sunday of April ceremony.
Andre Julien, from Canada is a new trainee Guide
Sharon …. from Israel is now trainee Guide as well. ( see their pictures at the end
of this article)
After the transmissions on April 4th, Maitreya also nominated a new Guide Level
5, Dean Collinson,
National Guide for
Bulgaria and an
amazing artist as you
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probably know already. 3

Andre Julien (above left,
Uphendra Singh above right,
Sharon Haziza (left)
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News and Views
Clitoraid latest Press release
Woman raped and genitally mutilated by Saudi employer seeks help, Hopes to receive surgical repair through CLITORAID
“I was repeatedly raped and also circumcised* by my employer,” a female U.S. resident recently told CLITORAID
(www.Clitoraid.org), a nonprofit organization that helps victims of female genital mutilation (FGM) receive surgery that
restores the capacity for sexual pleasure. (*Female circumcision” is a polite term for FGM, a brutal act typically performed on victims during childhood. In this case, the excision was performed on a grown woman.)
“The surgical technique brings clitoral roots back to the surface,” said Brigitte Boisselier, PhD, who heads CLITORAID. “Those receiving this surgery have the chance to reach orgasm like any other woman.”
She said that although CLITORAID receives thousands of e-mailed messages and phone calls, “the inquiry from
the woman raped and mutilated by her boss is probably the most disturbing account ever received on the CLITORAID
Web site.”
The victim (her name is omitted to protect her privacy), told CLITORAID that while working in Saudi Arabia in
her early 20s, she was genitally mutilated and repeatedly raped by her employer.
“He said women aren’t supposed to have a clitoris and that it’s condemned by the Holy Koran,” she said. “I had
to comply. Otherwise, they would have murdered me.” When she later married, she kept the details from her husband.
“He just knows it was part of a practice that was required during a medical examination and done without my consent,”
she said, adding that although she can’t afford the repair surgery right now, she “will do whatever it takes to put money
together and put this nightmare behind me.”
“Like most who contact us, she can’t afford surgery,” Boisselier commented, adding that although CLITORAID’s
lead surgeon, Dr. Marci Bowers, performs the procedure for free, the hospital charges a fee.
CLITORAID was founded by Rael, leader of the Raelian Movement, with the goal of offering clitoral repair surgery
to all FGM victims who want it. The program addresses all aspects, including counseling. But money is scarce.
“I wish I could tell all who inquire to come to Trinidad, Colorado, where Dr. Bowers operates,” said Nadine Gary,
Clitoraid’s patient coordinator. “But we have only a few private sponsors to help pay travel expenses and hospital fees.
We need more!”

Erikah Badu
Rael, founder and leader of the Raelian Movement, today declared his support for singer Erykah Badu, who received a disorderly conduct citation from Dallas police for public nudity. Badu, who resides in Dallas, walked through
Dealey Plaza on March 17 while making a music video, shedding clothing along the route until she was completely
nude.
“How stupid to say society can be traumatized by the sight of a woman’s body,” Rael said in a statement released
this morning. “Images of violence perpetrated by American and Israeli military forces are constantly on television and
the Internet. They can be seen worldwide by everyone with no warning or censorship whatsoever.”
He pointed out that although police had no actual complaints on the day of Badu’s stroll, they had later managed
to produce a witness who said children were present.
“It’s the incessant media images of war and bloodshed and destruction that are traumatizing children for life, not
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glimpses of nudity,” Rael commented. “And political statements like George Bush’s “bring them on” speech and all the
military recruitment advertisements are supporting those horrible images.”
The Raelian spiritual leader, who has just finished presenting his teachings at a weeklong seminar in Las Vegas,
went on to say that the sight of a woman’s body doesn’t cause the slightest trauma to children.
“Only violence does that,” he said. “In fact, those who claim that seeing a naked body traumatizes children were
traumatized themselves, but not by nudity. They were traumatized by ultra-orthodox Christian education that comes
from the Middle Ages.”

About the so-called ‘confessions’
Statement of Maitreya Rael on His facebook page following the slander campaign organized by an ex-raelian
bishop.
Statement of Maitreya Rael on His facebook page following the slander campaign organized by an ex-raelian bishop.
Every human being seeks to have his few minutes of media glory. A few years ago, someone named Roland Chevaleyre who
posed as a childhood friend, pretended I had confessed to him that my encounter with the Elohim was a lie. Before going any
further I want to say one more time that my physical encounters with the Elohim and their Messages is the pure truth, and I will
never stop to repeat this until my last breath.
To come back to this Roland Chevaleyre, it must be understood that he was never a childhood friend for the good and simple reason that he is much older than me, and that we never had the same classes together nor were we even in the same school.
One day, during one of my visits to see my family in Ambert, he invited me to participate in a local radio show he was hosting. I
accepted in order to speak about the Messages and the Elohim. But he received a lot of criticism from his friends and the clients
of his restaurant for having invited me. Therefore, he wanted to publically distance himself from me and to do so he chose this
lie, to pretend that I confessed to him that I had never met the Elohim… of course, with such “revelation” the doors of the French
media opened wide before him as they are always ready to dirty our minority. I sued him for slandering but unfortunately I did
not win the law suit; French tribunals influenced by the anti-minority politics of the government dismissed the case saying that
it was his word against mine without witnesses. In summary, anyone can state anything about anyone without being sued.
Here is a new character, Canadian this time, who pretends that I would have “confessed” to him that I never met the Elohim, still without proof, of course… I really don’t stop making confessions, do I?..
This latter, a former executive in the Canadian Raelian Movement, is taking advantage of this to sell his book… The most
interesting part to know is that this man was excluded from the Canadian Raelian Movement for stealing money from the Movement and would use the computer ware also belonging to the Movement for his personal business. Rejean Proulx, our former
Continental Guide, can testify to these facts.
Out of compassion, following his exclusion, I asked the leaders of the Raelian Movement not to sue him for extortion from
a non profit organization [de biens sociaux]. The funniest part of his “testimony” is that he pretends that I would made these
“confessions” to him 4 years before his exclusion from the Canadian Raelian Movement. Here is a man who, having just learned
I was a liar remains leader of the Movement for 4 years to take advantage of it… if these confessions had been true, a lot could
be said about this person’s moral standards…
Of course, everyone wishes for either a moment of glory in front of the media or to sell a book. I wonder who will be next
because I am sure there will be others who will invent such nonsense to gain a little fame without much effort…
The truth is simple and I repeat it again as I will never cease to repeat it until my last breath: yes, I physically met the Elohim; yes, their message is true. Those who spread such slander about the Elohim’s Messenger will live very difficult moments
when they arrive…
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First Sunday of April in Europe

Beautiful celebrations commemorating the creation of the first human being by the Elohim took place in Europe:
Italy, Finland, England, Roumania, Slovakia, and also in France, Switzerland, Holland, and in many other places too. It
is always so moving to be together again to enjoy the creativity, the imagination, the humor of our Fathers that we feel
through Their creation... And we will be eternally thankful to Them to have created us when the most beautiful of all
qualities, the ability to say: “I love you…” …

In Italy,
by Giovanni Ottaviani
Like a lotus opening its petals,
the first Sunday of April in Italy made
the beauty of our philosophy blossom,
allowing us to enjoy an amazing and
enchanting meeting.
We had the meeting in a beautiful hotel of Rimini, close the sea. The
brackish air was always with us walking through the path of the emotions,
crazziness and happiness of 60 people,
among which 15 newcomers. A great
result that gratified us even more when
5 of them (4 women and 1 man)
decided to make their own Cell Plan
Transmission.
The theme was “The happiness
in the light of the Elohim’s Message”,
developed through the enlightened speeches of all our Guides, delighting us with meditations, workshops, philosophical
teachings and videos of Maitreya, always present in our meetings.
Thanks to all f you who came for the wonderful colour you have brought, each of you so rich with your originality.
And a special thanks to our amazing National Guide, Marco Franceschini, who keeps on surpising us with his wisdom
and “being”.
Love, Giovanni Ottaviani
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In Sweden: two TPC with Kenny.

Saied Marzoni, Kenny Stolpe (niv 4) and Kim Talman.

In Slovakia with Gabriela
I had 8 people (2 new, 6 Raelians) at my meeting in Bratislava. Two others joined later, delayed by their train. I
made one transmission.- it was one guy, who came with his Father and Brother, who are already Raelians.
The Theme of my meeting was: illusions, and laugh meditation (funny coincidence because in Las Vegas the Happiness Academy had the same subject) … so we had a fun.
And also : one tpc in Roumania with Tomi Marinescu, two in UK with Glenn and his team, and tree in Finlande
with Pierre André Dorsaz.

In Finland
Here is some news from our trip to Finland. We left Thursday, April 1 for our annual conference in Helsinki. For the record,
this is Great Eagles’ 5th attempt to “open” the country, discover and baptize Raelians.
So we left, with Eva, Sakina, Peter Andre and myself. When we landed our luggage were still in Amsterdam, so we ended
up at the customer complaints department where we met Don Frankie, a music producer whose luggage were missing too. After
Sakina had made an appointment with Frankie for dinner in the evening, we headed to the hotel and immediately started to
work. Part of the team called back all Finns who contacted Eva and Philip Rimbault in Switzerland. The rest of us walked the
streets of Helsinki, put up posters and distributed fliers for 3 days. As our posters were staying on the walls, we were able to inform all the main districts of the capital. On Saturday, at 4 pm, the whole town of Helsinki knew about the lecture.
The day of the lecture, 27 people were present. 12 were there thanks to the posters, 9 thanks to the Internet, 4 from our
contacts and the remaining 6 came through fliers
After showing the video of the 5 points, Eva gave a magnificent lecture. Structured from beginning to end, consistent,
confident, her English was intelligible and her attitude professional. She was able to answer to pertinent questions with tact and
precision.
At the end, 10 people stayed to talk with us. A student at the University of Turku doing a thesis on the Raelian Movement
was present too. PA and I answered her questions for an hour and a half. She was with her fiance. They were very interested in
our answers and the consistency of our beautiful religion.
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Immediately after the lecture, we went to eat with 5 Finns wanting to know more.
The following day, PA did his first 3 transmissions. A father and his son of 18 years (Muslim Iranian Kurd), and a Finn of
Italian origin. The student came back attended the baptism. Just before leaving for the airport, the reception told us that 2 young
people were there asking for us ... One of them was at the lecture and came with a friend. They were curious to know what a Raelian baptism was. They
told us they wanted to
improve their knowledge about us. After
exchanging e-mails and
addresses, we left for
the airport.
At that moment,
we were filled with
great joy, my friends,
we were so proud of our
great team. Supportive
and complementary,
we accomplished that
for what we are here
for, passing this wonderful message of love
that makes us vibrate
over and over again.
Happy Thoughts
to you all
Francis

Kama
Conference on nanotechnology at National Bureau of Technical studies and
Development (BNETD) in Ivory Coast: Brillant Raelian participation
As part of its conference series on sustainable development, the BNETD organized a conference entitled “Nanotechnologies: a risky revolution”. The speaker was Prof. Denise Houphouët-Boigny, professor of organic chemistry at Cocody University,
and it was moderated by Prof. Marie-Chantal Goffri-Kouassi, professor of physics and dean of the Materials Science and Technology department (UFR SSMT) at Cocody University. The conference took place in BNETD’s SOJA hall on Thursday, March
25 at 9:30.
The organizers had invited all the dignitaries and influential people from science and politics, the media, the students and
the general public. The room was full of young people, Kama’s future. It looked like the first conference with so many youths
(75% of the attendees). What a beautiful omen of Kama’s future! The Raelian Movement was obviously represented through a
strong delegation of young scientists.
The speaker answered the following questions:
1. Is the nanotechnological revolution the third technological revolution after the industrial revolution and the microelec-
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tronics revolution?
2. What are its applications and impacts on the development of the Ivory Coast?
Karim Ouattara, a computer science expert, level 3 and leader of the
Scientific Cell of the Ivory Coast Raelian Movement, tells us:
“After discovering this shocking title, we decided to prepare a set of scientific arguments. However, the debate did not occur, thanks to the brilliant
presentation of the speaker, Prof. Denise Houphouët-Boigny, who delivered
a rich and captivating talk. Despite the risks, she insisted on encouraging
our African governments to embrace this technology of the future. Furthermore, she pointed out that even if Africa lags behind in the nanotechnology
race, it has an important and well-educated diaspora in developed countries.
It would only need to create the right conditions.”
Karim Ouattara talked on behalf of the Raelian Movement to thank
and congratulate the speaker for her efforts to promote this technology. He
then reminded the audience that the Prophet Rael has always supported and promoted nanotechnologies as the science of the future, the science that will free men from work. It’s a science that will dramatically change society in its technological, economical
and societal aspects. Finally, Karim congratulated Prof. Denise Houphouët-Boigny for being both a scientist and a woman, and
added that the Prophet Rael teaches us to give more and more power to women because they have the qualities needed to lead
this world toward non-violence. These last words elicited a happy smile on the professor’s face and an ovation from the public.
Karim Ouattara, Assistant-Guide, Leader of the Scientific Cell

The King Of Prikro Offers The Prophet a Present
Following the humiliations the King of the Agni ANOH and his leading figures received from the Prefect of the region,
as reported by the “L’Intelligent d’Abidjan” newspaper in its Wednesday February 10th and Friday12th editions, a mission to
Prikro, the capital of the kingdom, was led on Friday February 19th 2010 by guide Djossouvi, at the request of the National
Guide.  Djossouvi is in charge of diffusion to Kings and other traditional authorities (RUK).  The Kingdom of the Agni ANOH
is located in east-central Ivory Coast, 322 km from Abidjan. Douyou Cyril (level 2) and SIA GOGOUA, nicknamed Raelito,
(Level 3) were part of the delegation on behalf of RVP.
Here is what happened.  A month before our arrival, a mobile phone company whose leaders wanted to respect tradition,
got in touch with the king of the Agni ANOH, Nanan (His Majesty) BONDO ADI II.  The king and his leading figures designated the Royal Palace’s junior “Cane Holder” to conduct the administrative proceedings with the municipal authority, and
the request was favorably received.  It was during the search for a suitable installation site for the antenna that the agents of the
mobile phone company and the Cane-Holder were called by the prefect.
tion.

This is the source of the conflict between the Prefect, representing the Administration, and the King, the guarantor of tradi-

On Saturday February 20th, we visited the Royal Palace where His Majesty the King of the Agni ANOH was already holding court.  The meeting started at 8:30 with the usual courtesies and the projection of the recorded interview of our Beloved
Prophet RAEL on “50 years of African independence” which the King and his leading figures watched with great interest.
Then, Guide Djossouvi explained at great lengths to His Majesty the King of the Agni ANOH the Maitreya’s large scale
projects for a new Africa.  Finally, he presented to His Majesty the King, 3 copies of the collection of quotes by the Prophet
RAEL, and a copy of the book “White Poison” by Uriel.  The King was satisfied and, through his Cane-Holder, thanked the
Raelian Movement for its interest in Kama’s chiefdoms and Royalties, and offered a ram and yams for the Maitreya.
  (According to AKAN tradition, generally one offers a ram to someone important, to someone for whom one has great
12
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respect, to a Chief.)

Burkina, radio show, Thursday March 18 mars about Homosexuality
ARAMIS was invited to explain its positions on this ‘heated’ subject in Burkina.
At the beginning of the radio show, the host introduced his program “and if it were you” and, before getting to the heart
of the matter, he aired a report that presents a young man claiming to have been courted by a gay man ; he described
this attempted contact as if it had been harassment to which he had not given in ; his voice was modified ; he gave his
opinion on homosexuality in terms of deviant behavior ;
The facilitator asked us to respond to the skit and to the report, and to give a definition of homosexuality; he also
informed the audience that they could participate by calling directly to the radio station.
We were able to explain the genetic nature of homosexuality, to answer to a listener who had compared the genetic
nature of homosexuality with that of crime ; we pointed out that the expression of the crime gene results in suffering,
while that of homosexuality brings pleasure ; we informed the listeners about the latest scientific research on the biology
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of homosexuality ; We also invited them to get knowledge from the guarantors of African culture, from researchers,
university professors and from doctors at the Yalgado Hospital ;
Several listeners called in to express their disagreement, not only with the subject itself, but also with the very principle
of airing such a theme on this show ; by their tone and their words they showed their anger, aggressiveness, suffering and
their ignorance on the theme, the consequences of their religious beliefs ; many of them asked that the show be stopped ;
We were unable to answer all the listeners’ questions nor those from the facilitator about our association, because
the show was abruptly ended by the facilitator, on orders of the programming manager, with three minutes
remaining.  When we asked to understand, the programming manager let us clearly know that he had received orders
from above to stop the show.  He began to justify his act by accusing the facilitator, who had invited only one side, that
which supports homosexuality ; initially other participants were planned but finally there were only the two of us ; the
programming manager also wanted to justify himself by saying that this was a national radio station and that this type
of program cannot be aired ; we answered that even a private radio station had aired us without any problem.  Visibly,
they had given in to the pressure from the ignorant homophobic people; we all (the host himself and us) were shocked
by this abrupt and unexpected ending.
While escorting us out, the host expressed his fears for our safety and promised to call us again for some exchanges in a
narrow circle ; it should be noted that the host, who knew almost nothing about homosexuality, had wanted to ask his
questions directly to homosexuals, to widely broadcast the information ;
This show reminded us that things do not always happen the way you would want them to, and that we have a long way
to go in the fight for love and against homophobia;
Love, from Yael and Princess

Oceania
Mardi Gras Gay pride in Sydney
Sydney Mardi Gras is the second biggest gay pride in the world after San Fransisco. There are more than 10,000
participants parading in front of an ecstatic public of many hundred of thousands and even much more as the parade is
broadcast live on TV.
This year we were dressed like ETs sending love and kisses to
the public. It worked really well and we definitely stood out from
the rest of the parade. This was made obvious by our excellent
TV coverage. We were selected to appear on many news channel.
Our message “In the Beginning GAY IS OUT THE GOD IS NOT
Genetics 1:1 www.rael.org” filled the screen.
How good it felt to embody an Eloha giving love and receiving it back 100 folds from the crowd. An idea we will develop for
our future public appearance...
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Happiness Academy Oceania 64AH
The seminar was fantastic, from start to finish it was full of laughter, love and harmony. It’s an experience that I cannot recommend highly enough.
This year’s theme was laughter - and we laughed and laughed and laughed some more!
My level of happiness has increased and the
meditations elevated my level of consciousness.

That’s the power of the Raelian philosophy.
The only word to describe the happiness academy was ‘orgasmic!’ Seeing all the beautiful Raelians, sharing the love with
everyone. It’s the realisation that life is truly WOW!!!! We even had
a video link up with our beloved Prophet which was AMAZING!
If you haven’t been to a Raelian seminar before you need to put it at the top of your ‘to do’ list. It’s purely a religious
experience, that is, a complete feeling of connectedness. Even if you’ve been before and think you don’t need to go again,
that’s precisely why you need to go again!
Unlike superficial joy, the Raelian experience elevates your inner self to levels of ecstasy.
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The mind is like a parachute…it works best when open.
-Brian Jeffries
My first Happiness academy was an amazing experience!
The seminar was high up in the mountains at Springbrook overlooking the beautiful Gold Coast of Australia.
Every morning it was such a pleasure waking up to a yummy
breakfast and a wonderful group meditation.  
Ian (the laughing Buddha) and his laughing exercises
were fantastic. There was SO MUCH fun and laughter...and
I’m happy to say that the laughter neurons in my brain are
becoming stronger every day!
All of the teachings were delivered fantastically using video, dvd, internet and by interacting with each other in fun
discussions and activities.
In the evenings there was plenty of entertainment including shows. One night where we dressed up like children
and played silly games. (I’m sure some of these ‘naughty’ children would have been very challenging for their mummys
and daddys!)
The bush walk to the spectacular waterfalls was a real highlight for me - a bunch of happy Raelians hysterically laughing
while walking though the bush is something to remember. I can still see the puzzled look on the other trampers faces!!
We swam and bathed at the bottom of a waterfall. Such a beautiful setting amongst nature - like a mini paradise.
All of the beautiful teachings have had a MAJOR impact on me and I’m still marveling at the change in myself. I
feel I’ve grown so much from these lessons and interacting with such amazing people.
Let’s just say that the seminar was very different to the church camp I attended when I was younger! The biggest difference? The seminar teaches us that the purpose of life is to be happy, that all the good things are to be enjoyed and best of
all, we discover how to enjoy them to the fullest...   
I’m already looking forward to next year’s seminar :-)
Luke Olivier

“ I did not know what to expect from the seminar. Ive been surrounded by the
messages my whole life and now that I am old enough to understand my Aunty and
myself thought that it would be a great experience if I was to go. At first I was very shy
and wasn’t sure who to talk to but by the end of the week I had changed into this loud
outgoing girl! I met a lot of great people and I connected very well with some people
too. During my time at the seminar I sat through all of the teachings which I found
to be very interesting. I learned a lot about how the brain works, how to look after my
body and how to just LAUGH!!. I found that the change gender night was the most
interesting for me. I didn’t realise how much hard work it was to be a man for a night. I
was happy happy to be a women again the next day. The seminar made me realise how
much fun I was missing out on and for that I will definitely be coming back next year.
In one word to describe the seminar, WOW!!!!!
Jessica
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Below, New guide Alcy being silly

On the right, New
guide Star (middle) with
Bonnie and Morph just
coming out of the matrix
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North America, Tijuana, Mexico

We had a very interesting lecture, knowing that the theme of this one was “Extraterrestrial phenomena, in Tijuana as well!
- the connection with the Raelian Movement.”
All started about 2 weeks ago we posted 400 posters relatively connected with TJ, since this one was a picture that was taken
here in Playa of TJ. It clearly shows a UFO above the faro of Playa, a well known Icon in here.
For the info Antonio Uribe first local to have become Raelian and structure member has a passion for photography, he took
more than 1000 pictures related to UFO phenomena. Therefore we decided to use some of them to educate the Tijuanese
about their own town.
On that evening, we opened up the lecture with a cool slide show presenting 50 local pictures with UFO, Antonio was very
happy to share them with the crowd.
Of course we presented the connection with the message and the message itself, but toward the end it turned out, more that,
the people were very curious to know the Elohim’s teaching. We guided them to wonder about it in order for us to present the
seminar.
At the very end the public did not want to leave the room, hypnotized by the hope that this message brought, they wanted
more. We closed the chapter and invited them to come to the seminar for more.
30 People showed up, 30 seeds were planted and hopefully will blossom.
LOVE~claude, Tijuana’s Responsible

About Fasting

Our Maitreya has been telling us about fasting since… He’s been the Maitreya. And, since He
never says things at random, it must be mighty important if He’s said it for so long.
I won’t remind you of all the benefits of fasting that we are supposed to know, I will only share
a small testimony with you.
I have been Raelian for the past 22 years and have been fasting once a week ever since. My
weight and size have remained virtually unchanged; I take no medication and I am never sick.
If I did not fast, I would weigh at least 20 or 25 pounds more. I know this because each week
I gain close to a pound that I systematically lose during my fasting day. Just like everyone else,
catch the beginning of a cold, of the flu, of cystitis or a fever blister that disappear when I fast.

I

And then, the pleasure of our senses is greatly enhanced after that day: tastes, smells, sounds… everything! I like to develop
the quality of my sensuality especially when I know that I better the quality of the information that reaches my brain through my
senses. And indeed, my brain functions better and faster. In brief, each time, it is a rejuvenating bath for my body and mind.
I can’t help to underline the importance of the fast with all the more reason that we are getting older. If we respect this beneficial rite while avoiding stimulants especially caffeine, alcohol (I won’t mention tobacco and drugs) and while having a balanced
diet of fruits and vegetables as a base, we will maintain our youth as we age ;))
Fany
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China...

Shi Ming had his transmission done on August 6 last year. He told us his touching story at the time and we asked him if he
would share it for the benefit of all. He then sent this letter to Jimmy Yang, national Guide of Taiwan. Just for a better understanding,
he started meditating intensely after coming to a Raelian gathering a few months earlier. This letter was ranslated from Chinese.
Hello brother Yang,
Here is my personal experience with meditation.
I have a hereditary anxiety disorder. While I was facing difficult family and work
situations it got really bad and I fell into a serious depression. For the past 10 years,
I had chronic chest pain, headaches and palpitations, and I wanted to die. I felt tired
and slept all the time. I didn’t want anybody to disturb me. When I was hearing noise
I would go crazy, I wanted to kill whoever made the noise, really. I even made some
murder plans many times...
Seventeen years ago, I bought some meditation CDs in Japan, and practiced meditating on weekends and holidays. I was meditating only once every one or two weeks. It
didn’t help my depression much. I was not successful, so I finally gave-up. I took some
medication for 5 years to cure my depression, but it didn’t control my bad mood so
well. When under stress I felt depressed again. Doctors had to change the type of medication they gave me, when the previous one wouldn’t work anymore because of the stress. However, even the stronger
drugs they gave me still didn’t work all the time. And this category of drugs is always accompanied by side-effects. I felt
dizzy and nauseous. After changing to a new type of drug, it would take six months to a year before it worked. During
these periods, I couldn’t go to work or even take care of myself normally. I was in a vicious circle of medication-sicknesscontrol-stress-losing control-changing medication-sickness-control... Like that. This lasted five years.
Two months ago, I was under stress again and I rapidly fell into depression. I was sleeping all day. However, I
thought that sleeping was not a good solution, it didn’t make things better. When I’m in this situation I cannot work
anyway, so I tried to meditate. First, I would meditate for three hours, then rest, and then sleep for three hours. Then
I would meditate for three hours again. I repeated this exercise. On a meditation day, I didn’t feel palpitations (strong
heartbeat). After doing it three days I didn’t feel depressed, and after one week, I felt just like a normal person. One
month later my body felt very light, I tried to gradually stop my medication. Two months later I totally stopped them.
Before that, if I didn’t take my medications even just for one day I would feel uncomfortable. Now, I feel good without
any medication. My mood is good too. Stress and noise don’t affect me anymore. My mind has become very clear. I feel
that I have more imagination and creativity, I feel that I’m smarter than before... People say when your are over 30 years
old, the brain declines. However, I’m now 43 years old and my brain is developing. This is what I was eager to learn from
various techniques such as alpha waves, subliminal learning, and right brain learning which all didn’t work. And now I
meditate at least once a day.

This is my experience of the past two months. Now I would like to help newcomers. If I had known this and started
to meditate regularly earlier, I’m sure I would not have suffered so much in the past seventeen years...
Lin Shi Ming (林世民)
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